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      Introduction 

The idea of “News” is a combination of a few basic understandings. It can be theorised, like                  

other socially constructed philosophies or can be defined as one pleases. The general idea is that                

“news” is fundamentally gathered information about anything and everything that is notable. The             

current century is all about bringing people closer and staying connected. Everyday news of the               

world help us accomplishing such desire through globalisation that includes social networks,            

print media, broadcast media and many more. 

Growing up, I was always inspired by my father as I saw him travelling very frequently for                  

his job as a broadcast media employee. My uncle and brother was also involved in photography                

and editing. I was surrounded by people who either were devoted literature enthusiasts or loved               

travelling. Somehow I was motivated into following their paths as well. Since I have always               

been camera shy, I found my solitude into writing. This is the core reason for me to follow my                   

instinct to be a journalist and work for print media. 

There were a number of reasons behind choosing New Age to work as an intern and build up                   

my proficiency. New Age is one of the leading dailies of Bangladesh and has a reputation of                 

maintaining credibility. Few of my friends have previously worked for them and assured that the               

work environment is exceptionally modest and convenient, specially for a girl. I was lucky              

enough to get the chance of working in such a well-reputed industry and demonstrate my               

previously gathered knowledge of print-media theories. 

Although I took my chances to work in broadcast-media before starting to work for New Age,                 

I thought I was not fitting well. I was originally doing my internship at Independent TV and                 

worked there only for two weeks. This might indicate that I am a quitter but I thought I was not                    
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qualified enough to correspond news in Bangla, or at-least finish preparing them in time. Also               

working for TV Media needed different skills and trainings that I was not familiar with. This is                 

why I switched to a print media agency since the courses that we were thought in BRAC are                  

mostly focused on Print Media Theories. I started working for New Age on the 15th of January,                 

2018. I was scheduled to work 5 days a week. The working flow there starts at evening to                  

later-evening. That is when most of the employees star to come in. In this report, I will be                  

presenting a brief description of my experience as a professional, working for New Age and               

discuss the academic theories that helped me over the course of my interning period. 
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Introducing New Age 

 

New Age, The Outspoken Daily, started its journey on 7th June, 2003. The founder of the                 

newspaper is A.Z.M. Enayetullah Khan and the current editor is Nurul Kabir. This specific              

english daily is recognised widely because of it’s non-biased anti-establishment editorial policy. 

New Age provides access to both printed and electronic version of news to its readers. It also                  

publishes an additional section called “Trends and Youth ”. The employees work hard enough to              

provide credible news about both national and international political issues, sports,           

entertainment, business, technology, lifestyle and many more. The daily containing 20 pages,            

collects their news from Bangladesh Songbad Songstha (BSS) and United News of Bangladesh             

(UNB) and not to mention, the correspondent of New Age from all over the country as well. They                  

follow their personal guidebook named, “The Style book of New Age”. 

New Age tries to provide bold and upright news to its subscribers. It has been standing strong                  

for years even in controversial political circumstances. Their motto is to be downright neutral              

about any event and deliver accurate news by staying committed to its readers. 
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Applied Print Media Theories  

The department of English and Cultural Studies focuses on Print Media solely for the media                

major students. The courses that are most relevant for this field are Globalisation and the Media,                

Editing, Translation Studies, Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice, English for the Print Media             

and Copywriting. The theories and methods from these courses are highly applicable in Print              

Media and I was able to relate these courses to writing strategies while formating my reports. 

In this chapter, I would like to discuss few theories that I was able to connect eminently to                   

my corresponded reports in New Age. The first and foremost method that is to be followed is the                  

method of looking for the “5Ws and 1H”. 5Ws , stand for questions starting with W which go                 

like: 

1. Who was involved? 

2. What happened? 

3. Why did it happen? 

4. Where did it happen? 

5. When did it happen? 

The “1H” stands for “How did it happen”. At times, the answers to “Why” and “How” can                 

collide. Some journalists like to look for this additional question of “How”, when the relevant               

information is too detailed. The reports consisting the answers to these questions at the top are                

considered as a complete report. This theory is mostly used for journalistic absoluteness. The              

information answering these questions should be included at the lead paragraph. To make it more               

understandable, an example is given bellow: 
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Figure 4: 5Ws and 1H pointed in a News 

 

After the 5Ws and 1H, comes the Inverted Pyramid Structure while writing a news. The                

Pyramid Structure prioritises information from the most important to the least. A report, at the               

very first should contain the focal points. Those points are covered by my previously mentioned               

theory. Then the news should uphold the supporting details to let the readers know more of the                 
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Course of Work at New Age 

Over my course of internship at New Age, I have written a few “Press-Releases, few “District                 

and Local news”, and did over 35 Proof-Readings. Some of the written news were printed and                

some were scrapped. Ofcourse, my supervisor had to go through them before publishing and              

correct my mistakes wherever I made any error. I will be now including few of my both                 

published and unpublished works to portray a clear picture of my works. 

The very first time I wrote for New Age was a press-release titled, “Guest lecture held at                  

Gono Bishwabidyalay”, written as follows: 

Jeyakumar Devaraj, a member of the Malaysian parliament, delivered a guest lecture on 

Malaysia at Gono Bishwabidyalay at Savar on Sunday. 

He spoke on the current economic situation and labor issues in Malaysia, drawing a comparison 

between the British rule and the current situation, said a press release. 

Devaraj dilated on Malaysian’s average income, education, work sources, nutrition and female 

empowerment. 

According to him, Bangladeshi and Malaysian agents are the ones to blame for the agonizing 

condition of the Malaysian labors. 

This chaotic state could only be checked if the Bangladeshi government controlled the immigrant 

process of the labors, he suggested. 

Vice-chancellor Professor Laila Parveen Banu, heads of departments, alongside other faculty 

members as well as the students attended the lecture. 

The next one was also a press-release titled, “Speaker hands over blankets for cold-hit               

people of Pirganj” which goes like: 
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Parliament speaker Shirin Sharmin Chaudhury on Tuesday handed over 1,500 blankets for            

distribution among cold-affected people of 15 unions under Rangpur 6 (Pirganj) constituency.  

She handed over the blankets to cultural affairs secretary of Rangpur district Shahidul Islam              

Pintu, Pirganj upazila Awami League member Aminul Islam and president of the district’s             

Chhatra League Mehedi Hasan Siddique Roni at her residence on the parliament premises. 

More than 8,000 winter clothes have already been distributed under Prime Minister’s Relief             

Fund and Disaster Relief Management among the needy of Pirganj, said a press release issued by                

Bangladesh Parliament Secretariat. 

Handing over the blankets, the speaker said the government initiated this programme to help the               

winter-affected people. 

Former general secretary of the upazila Awami League Mokarram Hossain Chowdhury Jahangir,            

and principal of Bangabandhu Degree College Moinul Islam were present among others at the              

programme. 

The followed up was a district news titled as, “Dhaka University Student loses legs in a                 

train accident.” The information was sent from a Staff Correspondent from Sirajganj which I              

translated as: 

Shafiqul Isalm Shanto (22), a student of Dhaka University loses both of his legs while hopping                

on a running train in Shahid M Mansur Ali Station, Sirajganj, yesterday at 7:30 A.M. Shanto, the                 

son of Shahajahan Ali Master from Kalia Haripur (Sirajganj), is a 2nd year student of               

Mathematics Department. 
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According to Jakir Hossain, the sub-inspector of Sirajganj Railway Station, Shanto tried to hop              

onto Siranganj Express that was destined to Dhaka while it was starting off. He slipped off                

during his leap, separating both of his legs into two parts. Locals rescued Shanto right after the                 

incident and took him to the hospital. He was later transferred to Dhaka Pongu Hospital by                

helicopter, reported by our correspondent. 

If treated soon Shanto can walk again with the help of Prosthetic legs, suggests Doctor Sulatan                

Ahmed, the caretaker of Sirajganj Sadar Hospital. 

Another district news titled, “Eight arrested for leaking question papers ” was translated             

as: 

3 S.S.C. Candidates and 8 parents were arrested on 11 February, Sunday morning infront of the                

main gate of Mymensingh Zila School for leaking question papers by Detective Police DB. All               

three students are from Dapunia Kawalty Islamia High School according to Detective Police OC              

Ashiqur Rahman. 

The OC confirmed that an exam in-charge officer noticed the mathematics question papers on a               

guardian’s facebook messenger on Sunday morning during the test. The parent was immediately             

arrested. 7 different people were traced from the source and arrested later on. “3 different cases                

has been filed for the individuals” says the OC. 

A district news from Magura, titled as, “Magura Women’s Council demands direct             

election ”,  

was translated as: 
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District women’s council of Magura formed a human chain on March 5th, Monday in demand of                

undeviating election in women’s seat, increasing the seat numbers by 1/3rd, and re-select the              

election-area. 

Speakers of the meeting asked to provide equal chances for women in every aspect. In addition,                

an urge was also made to put an end to women abusement. 

Magura district’s women’s council president Momtaz Begum led a meeting held after the             

formation. Speeches were delivered by woman leader Lipika Datta, Advocate Suraya Begum,            

Kaneez Akhter and many more. 

A news about Rajshahi, titled as “Two killed, 15 others injured in Rajshahi road               

accident”,  

was translated as: 

Two people including a bus driver were killed and at least fifty others were injured in a road                  

accident on Rajshahi-Chapainawabganj highway in Kamarpara area of Godagari upazila in           

Rajshahi on Tuesday. 

The deceased was identified as the bus driver Faruq Hossain, 35, son of Ataur Rahman of Kuthi                 

village under the upazila and Abdullahil Kafi, 52, son of Alhaz Toimur Rahman of Noyonsuka               

village under Chpainwabganj district. 

Hifzur Alam Munshi, officer in-charge of Godagari police station said that the accident took              

place when the two buses collided head-on around 8:30am, leaving the duo dead on the spot. 
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The injured were admitted to Rajshahi Medical College and Hospital, he also said, adding that a                

case would be filed with police station in this connection. 

I wrote a national news titles as, “Khaleda in jail for corruption; AL has nothing to do:                  

Hasina”. The news was written as the following: 

Khulna, Mar 3 (UNB) - Prime Minister Sheikh Hasinaon Saturdaysaid BNP leader Khaleda Zia              

is now in jail for her corruption and Awami League has nothing to do with it. 

"Khaleda Zia committed corruption...the court has announced its verdict and she's in jail             

according to the verdict...Awami League has nothing to do with it, we've nothing to do," she said.                 

Sheikh Hasina said this while addressing a public meeting organised by the Khulna chapter of               

Awami League at Circuit House Maidan. She said whoever the criminals are they have to face                

punishment. "If anyone commits corruption he or she has to face punishment." Chaired by              

Khulna Zila Parishad chairman Sheikh Harun-Ur-Rashid, the meeting was addressed, among           

others, by Khulna City AL president Talukder Khaleq, MP, AL joint secretaries Mahbubul Alam,              

MP, Dr Dipu Moni, MP, former BGMEA president Salam Murshedy, Sheikh Helal Uddin, MP              

and AL joint secretary Jahangir Kabir Nana. Earlier, the Prime Minister opened 48 development              

projects and laid the foundation stones of 52 others. 

Hasina said the aim of her government is to ensure the country's development as Awami League                 

believes in development. "And what were the BNP activities? They had unleashed terrorism and              

militancy, killed people, burnt people alive," she said adding that they had established a reign of                

terror in the country when they were in power from 2001. Hasina, also the chief of the ruling                  

party, said the government eliminated militancy with an iron hand after coming to power in               

2009. "I'll urge you all to remain alert so that militancy and terrorism cannot raise their ugly                 
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heads again." She called upon all, including parents, teachers and imams to remain vigil so that                

the youths of the country never get any chance to contact with militancy, terrorism and drugs.                

The Prime Minister said Awami League wants peace and development of the country. "We want               

to develop the country, but what does the BNP-Jamaat clique want to do?" she questioned. She                

mentioned the BNP-Jamaat nexus, in the name of going to power, burnt people to death alive.                

Hasina urged all to cast their votes in favour of 'Boat', the electoral symbol of Awami League, in                  

the next general election, which will be held by this year, for the continuation of the development                 

of the country. The PM said Bangladesh has already entered the lower middle-income group and               

will be graduated from the LDC group very soon. "Our target is to step into the middle-income                 

group by 2021 and in the developed one by 2041," she added. 

A report on accident, titled as, “3 killed in Mymensingh road crash ”, was written as the                 

following: 

Mymensingh, Mar 11 (UNB) -Three people were killed and five others injured on Sunday as a                

bus collided with a human hauler at Barkhila in Haluaghat upazila in the district. 

Two of the deceased were identified as Lovely, 42, Saber Ali, 65 while identity of the other could                  

not be known yet. 

Officer-in-charge of Haluaghat Police Station Kamrul Islam Mia said the collision between the             

two vehicles took in the afternoon, leaving eight people injured. The injured were admitted to               

Haluaghat Upazila Health Complex. 
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Asked about the reason for delayed investigation, Mujibur Rahman said they did not receive any               

complain from the victims earlier. 

The members of the investigation committee include professor of medicine Tareq Ahmed,            

associate professor of surgery ANM Yahya, associate professor of gynecology Shahla Nazneen. 

Julekha Begum, 30, wife of Shafique Kazi from Jatrapur village of Muradnagar in Comilla was               

admitted to the CMCH with labour pains at 8.40 PM on March 17. 

On the next day at noon, led by CMCH gynecology department’s head Karuna Rani Karmakar,               

four doctors Nasrin Akhter Popi, Ayesha Afroz, Janibul Haque, and Dilruba Sharmin performed             

the Caesarean section on her when the newborn’s head was cut into two parts and the mother’s                 

uterus was also severed. 

Still on the hospital bed, Zulekha told reporters that she came to know about the sad end of the                   

newborn when a hospitals guard demanded Tk 300 from her to bury her newborn in field near                 

the hospital. 

She said that the hospital authorities even did not show her the newborn, but when the hospital                 

guard was taking her newborn to bury it she took its snap of the newborn on her cellphone she                   

saw that its head had been cut into two parts. 

Above mentioned, are few of the news, constructed by me, of-course with the help and                

guidance of my supervisor and consults from other fellow interns. For me, structuring news              

without any flaws were barely possible at the beginning, but with practice, I thankfully got better. 
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Conclusion 

This specific report sheds a light on my overall experience working as a Staff Correspondent                

at New Age and the theories that I applied while writing news reports. It focuses on my work                  

environment, the difficulties that I faced and how guidance from great people helped me              

overcome them. 

News, a leading form of keeping people up to date with the current world is also a way of                    

communicating. Print Media is a major form in this field and getting a chance to work as a                  

correspondent made me feel like a contributor to the globalised world. I had the chance to learn,                 

to develop my skills, to gain professional experience. I also had the fortune to demonstrate               

methods of structuring news and persuade a few more. This internship has been a great learning                

experience for me, strengthening my bank of knowledge about Print Media. 
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Few of my published news collected from the New Age archive are attached below: 
 
Appendix 1: 
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Appendix 2: 
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Appendix 3: 
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Appendix 4: 
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Appendix 5: 
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Appendix 6: 
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Appendix 7: 
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